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During the last few years several papers concerned with the foundations of 
the theory of quadratic forms over arbitrary rings with involution have appeared. 
It is not necessary to give detailed references, in particular one thinks of the well 
known work of Bak [l], Bass [3], Karoubi, Knebusch [ll, 121, Ranicki, Vaserstein, 
and C. T. C. Wall. During the same period a number of problems quite similar 
to those occuring in the theory of quadratic forms were discussed, which, 
however, did not fit in the formalism developed so far. For example, one thinks 
of problems like the classification of pairs of forms, of sesquilinear forms, iso- 
metries , quadratic spaces with systems of subspaces, and also of quadratic forms 
over schemes, see e.g. [12, 13, 20, 22, 231. This situation called for a more 
general foundation of the theory of quadratic and hermitian forms. 

In this paper we try to give this foundation. Our basic object is an additive 
category &! together wit a duality functor *: & + A. In this situation one can 
define the most important notions of the theory of quadratic forms. Under 
suitable finiteness conditions one can prove a Krull-Schmidt theorem which is 
a sharpening of the classical Witt theorem. This result is basic for applications 
to the problems mentioned above. A preliminary version of this material is 
contained in [ 171. As just one application we discuss the classification of quadratic 
spaces with four subspaces. We hope that this disucssion will show clearly how 
one can solve a number of important classification problems of linear algebra. 
More applications can be found in [15, 16, 17, 22, 241. 

In the second part of the paper we discuss hermitian (not quadratic) forms 
in an abelian category. In an abelian category one has more structure, in particular 
one can introduce the notion of orthogonality. This allows one to introduce 
Grothendieck and Witt groups analogous to the G-groups in linear algebraic K- 
theory which are obtained by factoring out exact sequences. As a basic result a 
Jordan-Holder theorem is proved for categories where all objects are of finite 
length. Using this theorem the computation of the Grothendieck group is 
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reduced to the subcategory of semisimple objects, and here one can use the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem. 

This work was begun in cooperation with R. Scharlau. We are indebted to him 
for useful discussions and remarks. Also, his paper [22] suggested many of the 
problems discussed in this paper. 

1. DEFINITIONS 

We consider the following situation: A! is an additive category and *: 4 -+ J# 
is a duality functor, i.e. an additive contravariant functor with a natural isomor- 
phism (i,,,)MEd : id + ** such that i$,iM* = idM* for all ME .&‘. We call the 
objects of 42 modules and we identify each module M with M** and each 
morphism f with f **. 

The category H(A) of sesquilinear modules over JZ is defined as follows: The 
objects are pairs (M, h) with ME A, and h: M + M* a morphism. We call h 
a form on M. If h is an isomorphism we call (M, h) nonsingular. The morphisms 
in H(d) are defined in the obvious way; isomorphisms in H(d) are called 
isometries. 

For E = &l, a form h is called c-hermitian if h = Eh*; it is called even 
&ermitian if h = g + eg* for some g. We denote by Hf(~) the full subcategory 
of hermitian modules (M, h) with h nonsingular l -hermitian. H+c(&) is the full 
subcategory of nonsingular even <-hermitian modules. 

For modules M and M’ we identify (M @ M’)* with M* @ M’*, and we 
define the orthogonal sum in the obvious way. 

If 2 is not a unit in End(M), it is well known that for many questions it is 
more natural to consider quadratic forms (in the sense of Bak) instead of 
hermitian forms. 

A form parameter (E, (1) in 4 is the assignment of a subgroup fl, of Hom(M, 
M*) to every module M such that 

(i) Ami* C (1~ C 4m~ 

where 
A min = (h - ch* ] h E Hom(M, M*)} 

A mitx = {h E Hom(M, M*) 1 h = -•Eh*} 

(ii) f *A,,f C (1, for all f E Hom(M, M’). 

A (E, A)-quadratic form [h] on M is an element [h] of Hom(M, M*)/&, . 
The pair (M, [h]) is called a (E, J-quadratic module. A morphism f: (M, [h]) + 
(M’, [Jr’]) is a morphism in J! such that [f */if] = [h]. Isomorphisms of qua- 
dratic modules are called isometrics. The group of all isometries of (M, [h]) is 
denoted by Aut(M, [h]). For a (E, A)-quadratic form [h] the even E-hermitian 
form h + <h* is well-defined. [h] is called nonsingular if h + Eh* is nonsingular. 
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Let pJ(.&) denote the category of nonsingular (E, (I)-quadratic modules over 
A. With the obvious orthogonal sum, the category p”(d) (as well as the 
categories introduced before) is a category with product in the sense of Bass [2, 
Chap. VII]. 

For the maximal choice A,,, of (1, an equivalence 

Q-y&q s H+‘(&%) 

is induced from [h] I+ h + E/Z*. If 2 is invertible in End(M), every l -hermitian 
form is even, n is uniquely determined, and p*“(&?) and He(A) are equivalent 
categories. 

For a category V let Aut(V) d enote the category of automorphisms in V. 
If ,M is a category with duality *, a duality functor on Aut(.M) is defined by 

(k&f)* = (M*,f*-y. 

For a form h on (M, f) E Aut(.M), the automorphismf is an isometry of (M, h) 
and one obtains an equivalence 

Hf(Aut(&)) E Aut(H$&)). 

However, in general, Aut(p*(.M)) cannot be interpreted as a category of quadratic 
forms in Aut(.M). 

1.1. EXAMPLE. The most important example is the following one: Let A 
be a ring with involution s and a form parameter (E, II) in the sense of Bak [l], 
l = f 1. On the category B(A) of finitely generated projective right A-modules 
there is the duality functor P * := Hom,(P, A), where P* is a right-module 
via (fa)(x) = df (x) for f E P*, a E A, x E P. A form h corresponds to the usual 
sesquilinear form (x, y) + h(x)(y). A f orm parameter /l’ on B(A) is defined by 

(1; = {h E Hom(P, P*) 1 h = --6h*, h(x, x) E A}. 

With these definitions we have translated Bak’s definition of quadratic forms 
into our categorical framework: Quadratic forms in Bak’s sense correspond 
canonically to ours, etc. 

1.2 LEMMA. Let .M be an additive category with duality * and form parameter 
(E, A). If (MO, ho) E He@?), then an involution is defined on E = End(M,) b 

@ := h-le*h 
0 0’ e E E, 

and a four parameter (<co , A=) on E is defined by A, = {hi’h / h E AM,}. 1 
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For M E Jl the hyperbolic (E, Il)-quadratic module W(M) is defined by 

‘-‘(Ml 7 W-YM) = (M @ M*, [(; ;)I). 

Every isomorphism f : M + M’ defines the hyperbolic isometry 

W(f) = C-W(f) =f @f*-‘:W(M)+W(M’). 

This defines a functor W: JZ’ + QJ(.&). (Here, the category .N has the same 
objects as J? and as morphisms only the isomorphisms of A.) We identify 
WY I WIM’) and W(M @ M’). Hence, the full subcategory W(a) of 
hyperbolic modules is closed with respect to orthogonal sums. 

For a category %? with product 1 let J&(g) denote the Grothendieck groups 
of %? (in the sense of Bass [2, Chap. VII)]: 

K,,(%?) is generated by the isomorphism classes [C] of objects C E Y with 
respect to the relations [C 1 C’] = [C] + [C’]. 

K,(V) = K,(Aut(g))/R where R is the subgroup generated by all elements 

EW fg)l - WC f >I - [UK 811 

with f, g E Aut(M). 
We define KQ&JZ) = KQ;l”(.N) = K,(QJ(ylt)) for i = 0,l. The hyper- 

bolic functor W defines homomorphisms 

O-4: Q-4 --t KQi(--@, i = 0, 1, 

The Witt groups are defined as the cokernels 

WQ,(A!) = WQ;“(A!) = coker(Wi). 

From now on, we shall omit E, /l whereever possible. 
For CM, PI> E 864 one proves easily (Bass [3] I, 4.8) 

CM, [hl) I P-t 1-W = WW 

Hence, every element of KQ,(&) can be represented by (H(M), f) with f E 
Aut(W(M)). Therefore, the inclusion L-U(&) 4 Q(d) induces a canonical 
isomorphism 

W-V-4) ei KQd-4. 

(See Bass [2, VII 2.21.) 

‘@I/59/2-3 
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For ME .k? there are group homomorphisms 

X+: AM* -+ Aut(W(M)), 
1 b 

b++O 1 ( 1 
X-: &--+ Aut(W(M)), c I-+ ; ; . 

( ) 

The elements of X+(&,) and X-(A,) g enerate a subgroup of Aut(W(M)) the 
elements of which are called elementary isometries of W(M). In the same way as 
in Bass [3, II, Sect. 51 one can show that elementary isometries represent the 
trivial element of KQr(.&Z). Moreover, we shall need the following simple state- 
ment [3, II, 2.51: 

1.3 LEMMA. Iff = C i) is an isometry of H(M) and a E End(M) is inwrtible, 
then w-1 E A, , u-lb E A,, and f = X-(cu-l) HI(u) X+(u-lb). 1 

For M = Ml @ *a* @ M, and a E Hom(M, , Mi) let ueij be the endomor- 
phism of M, whose matrix has a in the (i, j)-th position and 0 elsewhere. Let 
E(M, ,..., M,) denote the subgroup of Aut(M) generated by all elements 
1 + ueU , i # j. The elements of this subgroup are called elementury uutomor- 
phisms. Since elementary automorphisms vanish in K,(d), the hyperbolic 
elementary isometries, i.e. the elements of W(E(M, ,..., M,)), vanish in KQ,(d). 

2. REDUCTION AND TRANSFER 

Let d, J?’ be additive categories with duality functors * and form parameters 
(r, A), (L, A’), respectively. A duality preserving functor is an additive functor F: 
./Z + JZ’ with a natural isomorphism + = (+M)MEd: F* -+ *F such that 

WVM) C Akw, for all M E .H. We call F strictly duuZity preserving if$,F(A,) = 
A’ ro,,,) . If A and II’ are both maximal or minimal, then &F(AM) C A&, if 
c#J~* = EE’& . One proves easily 

2.1 LEMMA. A duality preserving functor (F, 4) induces a functw 

Q(F) : Q-Y-4 + 8”*“‘(.4, (M PI) * WW, kAdV)l). 

Q(F) preserves orthogonal sums, and Q(F) W = W F. If F is strictly duaZity preserving 
and fuZZy faithful (an equivalence), then Q(F) is fuZZy fuithfuz (an equiwuZence). 

An ideal I of an additive category is a collection of subgroups I(M, N) of 
Hom(M, N) for all M, N E & such that gfi E I(M’, N’) for f E I(M, N), g E 
Hom(N, N’), h E Hom(M’, M). The factor category d/I has the same objects as 
.k! and HomN,,(M, IV’) := Hom(M, N)/I(M, N). If * is a duality in d, 
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the ideal I is inwmiant if I(M, IV)* = I(iV*, M*). Then * induces a duality 
on the factor category. If (e, rl) is a form parameter we get in a canonical way a 

form parameter (E, A) in .,&/I. Th e canonical reduction functor -: & + &/I 

is strictly duality preserving. 
According to Kelly [9] there exists exactly one ideal J in an additive category 

& such that J(M, M) = rad End(M) is the Jacobson radical for all ME A. 
We call J the radical of &?. (See also Roberts [21].) The radical J is invariant. 

We shall now formulate and prove a reduction theorem of G. E. Wall [26], 
C. T. C. Wall [25], and Bak in the situation of an additive category &Z with 

duality * and form parameter (E, II). Let I be an invariant ideal contained in the 
radical J. Consider . ..&/I with the induced duality and form parameter. 

2.2 THEOREM. The reduction fun&or 

satisJies : 

( 1) Every nonsingular quadratic module over &/I is the image of a nonsingulm 
quadratic module over .H. 

(2) Assume that End(M) is I(M, M)-adically complete fur all M. If fix 
(M, [h]), (M’, [h’]) E Q(d) there exists an isometry 

3 WC VI) --+ W’, V’l) 

in Q&H/I), then there exists an isometry g: (M, [h]) --t (M’, [h’]) in Q(d) with 
g =r 

Proof. A morphism h in & is an isomorphism if and only if K is an isomor- 

phism. This proves (1). 

(2) By assumption we have 

f *h’f E h (mod & + I(M, M*)). 

As in 1.2 we consider E = End(M) with the involution O defined by ho = h + eh*, 
and the form parameter (1, A,) with & = {h;‘h 1 h E A,,,}. For a = h;‘h and 
a’ = h;y Wf we have 

a’ 3 a (mod de + I), I.= I(M, M). 

Let e, = 1. We construct inductively a sequence e, , e2 ,... of units in E such that 

ensa’e, = a (mod & + I”), e,,, = e,, (modI”). 
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We assume that we have found e, , and hence d = a + s + r for d = e,Oa’e, 
with s E A, and r E I”. Let 

t = (d + do)-% and en+, := e,(l - t). 

Then t E I”, e,,, = n e (mod In) and using dt + d% = r and todt E Infl we get 

&+la’e,+l = (1 - to) d(1 - t) = d - tad - dt + to dt 

= a + s + (dot - Pd) + to dt z a (mod A, + P+l). 

Since E is I-adically complete, e = lim e,, exists and 

eOa’e = a (mod A,), e E 1 (modI). 

g = fe satisfies the required conditions: 

g = f (modI), g*h’g = h (mod AM). 1 

2.3 COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of 2.2 (2) the reduction functor -: 
A + AlI induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of objects in Q(A) 
and Q(.M/I). In particular, there are canonical isortwrphisms 

Furthermore CC KQ&k’) -+ KQl(A/I) is an epimorphism, and Z: WQ1(A) + 
WQ#Z/I) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. It remains to show the injectivity for the WQ,-groups. Because 

KG4 -+ GW> is surjective, every element KE ker(%) can be lifted to an 
element x E ker(a). Hence % can be represented by (W(M), f) with 

f = (z i) = (i i) (modI). 

Therefore a is invertible, and by 1.3 the isometry f is a product of elementary 
and hyperbolic isometries. 1 

For explicit computations (as in the proof of 2.2) it is often convenient to pass 
from the abstract category to the endomorphism ring End(M) of some object. 
This is the principIe of transfer. 

Let (N, ho) E Hf$M), and let .M IN denote the full subcategory of .M of all 
objects isomorphic to some direct summand of N @ ... @ N. Since N g N* 
one has by restriction a duality and a form parameter on .M IN . 
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An idempotent e E End(M) splits if there is a diagram M’ 4 M -4 M’ with 
ji = id and ;i = e. In E = End(N) we have the involution O induced from ho 
(see 1.2) and the form parameter (cc0 , A,) with A, = (&‘h 1 h E AN). We 
consider B(E) with the corresponding duality * abd the form parameter (EC,, , AA) 
(see 1.1). 

2.4 PROPOSITION (Transfer). The functot 

F = Hom(N, -): A IN + B(E) 

is fully faithful and strictly duality preserving with respect to 

(ddm~ I+ F* -+ *F, Mf > = WGlf *I. 

If all idempotents in & IN split, then F is an equivalence. Hence 

Q(F): p”(d IN) -+ Q=o*“e(E) 

is an equivalence. 

Proof. By computation. 1 

For applications of the principle of transfer, it is crucial to Know, which selfdual 
objects N admit a nonsingular l -hermitian form. 

2.5 PROPOSITION. Let NE &’ be selfdual, i.e. N e N*. Assume that E = 
End(N) is a local ring with maximal ideal J and residue shew $eld D = E/J. 

(1) If 2 is invertible in E or J = 0, then there exists a non-singular E,,- 
hermitian form & on Nfor a suitable co E { -& 11. 

(2) Assume (N, ho) E HCo(l) and 2 is invertible in E. If there exists an 
(N. h) E H+o(&), then the involution on D induced from ho is non-trivial. If E is 
J-adically complete, the converse is true also. 

Proof. (1) Let g: N + N* be an isomorphism. If E is local and 2 a unit it 
follows from 2g = (g + g*) + (g - g*) that one of the summa& is an iso- 
morphism. If E is a skew-field, then g = g* or g - g* is an isomorphism. 

(2) The existence of an isomorphism h: N + N* with h = -q,h* is 
ecprivalent with the existence of an unit e E E such that e = -4, where O is the 
involution induced by h, . If E is J-adically complete one can lift such an e from a 
d = -de # 0 in D using 2.2. 1 

3. THE KRULL-SCHMIDT THEOREM 

We assume in this section that the additive category .44 satisfies the following 
conditions: 
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(i) All idempotents in J? split. 

(ii) Every ME &? has a decomposition M z Ni @ ..a @ N,. with Ni 
indecomposable and End(NJ local. 

Then the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in A, i.e. the decomposition of M 
in (ii) is unique up to isomorphism and permuting the Ni . (See Bass [2, I, 3.61.) 

Let 2 be a set of indecomposable modules in JY. A module M is called of 
type Z (of type Z’) if every indecomposable direct summand of M is isomorphic 
to some element of ,Z (if no indecomposable direct summand is isomorphic to 
some element of 2). 

Given a decomposition of M into indecomposable direct summands, one 
obtains a unique decomposition M E Ml @ **. @ M, with Mi isotypic, i.e. 
Mi of type {Ni} with the Ni indecomposable and pair-wise non-isomorphic. 

To prove a corresponding result for nonsingular quadratic modules, one needs 
the following result about J = I(.&!). 

3.1 LEMMA. (1) If N, N’ E ..H are indecomposable and not isomorphic, then 
J(N, N’) = Hom(N, N’), and every morphism N-t, N’ -0 N lies in the radical 
of End(N). 

(2) If M, , M, are of type Z and M; , Mi are of type Z’, then 

Hom~dMlO W, MS 0 W) = Hom~dn/f,, MS) 0 Hom~~.dW, Mi) 

and if f = (E “,): Ml @ Mi -+ M, @ Mi is an isomorphism, then a and d are 
isomorphisms. 

Proof. (1) If gf were not in the radical of the local ring End(N), &would be 
an isomorphism and N’ a direct summand of N. The rest of (1) follows from [9], 
Lemma 6. (2) is an obvious consequence of (1). 1 

3.2 THEOREM. Every nonsingular quadratic module (M, [h]) E Q(Jl) has an 
orthogonal decomposition 

(M Ehl> z i Wi 9 [hiI) 
i=l 

with Mi of type {Ni , N,*}, Ni indecomposable, and Ni @ Nt + Nj @ q for 
i#j. 

Proof. See the proof of 3.2 in [17]. 1 

It is natural to ask, whether this decomposition is unique. In order to prove 
such a result, we need another condition on &: 

(iii) For every M the ring End(M) is j(M)-adically complete, J(M) = 
rad End(M). 
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3.3 THEOREM. Assume that &Y satisJe.r con&&z-r (i), (ii), (iii). Then the 
following is true: 

with Mi of type t: and Mi of type LY, then 

(Ml 9 kl) = w2 9 w ad (M; , [U E (W , [%I>. 
In particular, the decomposition in 3.2 is unique up to isometry. 

(2) If N is indecomposable and selfdual, then there exists a bijection between 
the isomorphism classes of objects in the categories p*(A IN) and po*‘(E/ J) for 
E = End(N), J = rad E, und E’ = f 1, A’ suitable chosen. 

(3) If N is indecomposable and N g N* (or NE N*, 4 E E, there is no 
Aermitian isomorphism N + N*), then every form (M, [h]) of type {N, N*} is 
hyperbolic. 

Proof (see also [17, proof of 3.41). By reduction modulo the radical J of .M, 
one can reduce everything to .A!/ J. The statement (1) becomes trivial because 
an isomorphism f: M1 @ Mi -+ M, @ Mi in .M/ J has matrix (t i). Statement 
(2) follows from 2.5 (1) and transfer. If N $ N* and M = N’ @ N*+ the 
matrix of h (in A?/ J) is of form (t i). This easily implies the assertion. In the 
second case of (3), there exists a (-•E)-hermitian isomorphism h,: N -+ N*. 
Using transfer with &, one gets an equivalence 

P”K4 I> I N) - Q-“AD”(4 D = End&,,(N). 

By 2.5 (2), D is a field with trivial involution and characteristic # 2. Hence we 
are in the symplectic case: all forms are hyperbolic. 1 

3.4 APPLICATIONS. Using splitting into isotypic components and reduction 
modulo the radical the classification problem of quadratic modules is reduced 
to the classification problem over skew fields. Therefore we get e.g. the following 
statements: 

(1) The Witt cancellation theorem is true in Q(A) (because the cancellation 
theorem holds over skew fields [4]). In fact, the cancellation theorem follows by 
2.4 using the cancellation theorem of Reiter [19] without the completeness 
assumption (iii). 

(2) We call a submodule i: N 4 M totally isotropic if [i*hi] = 0. 
Every quadratic module (M, [h]) has a decomposition-unique up to isometry- 

(M PI) s (M’s VI) I WW 
where M’ has no totally isotropic direct summand. (Witt decomposition) 
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(3) If .& is a k-category, k an algebraically closed field, then (M, [h]) E 
(M’, [h’]) ifand only ;fMr M’. (See [17, 3.51.) 

(4) The last result is an extremely useful one: Application to the category 
of vector bundles over a complete k-scheme gives a well-known result of 
Grothendieck. Application to the category Aut(&‘) gives: If char(k) # 2, then 
two elements in Aut(M, [h]) are conjugate if and only zf they are conjugate in Aut(M). 

(5) For the Witt group one obtains a decomposition 

WQ;“(A’) = @ WQ~+Di) 
i 

where i runs through the isomorphism classes of selfdual indecomposable 
modules N* and Di = End(Ni)/rad. 

We prove now a result giving a decomposition of isometries into isotypic 
components. 

3.5 THEOREM. Assume that th.e conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are satis$ed. 

(1) Let .Z be a selfdual set of indecomposable modules. If M is of type Z and M’ 
is of type .Z’, then every isometry of W(M @ M’) is a product of elementary iso- 
metries, hyperbolic-elementary isometries, and of isometrics of 

Aut(W(M)) x Aut(W(M’)) 4 Aut(W(M @ M’)). 

(2) If M and M* do not admit isomorphic indecomposable direct summunds, 
then every isometry of W(M) is a product of elementary and hyperbolic isometries. 

Proof. (1) Let - denote reduction modulo J. We have 

Aut(W(M @ M)) = Aut(H(M)) x Aut(W@‘)) 

and by 2.3 we have a surjection 

Aut(W(M)) -+ Aut(W(M)). 

Therefore, for every f E Aut(W(M @ M’)) there exists a g E Aut(W(M)) x 

Aut(W(M’)) with f = E. Hence fi := fg-l = id(mod J). If fi = (t “,) E 
Aut(W(M @ M’)), then a = 1 (mod J). Hence a E End(M @ M’) is invertible, 
and by 1.3 we get 

fi = X-(ca-I) W(a) X+(a-lb). 

For a = (2 2) E Aut(M @ M’) then a, , a4 must be invertible. Therefore a 
is a product of a diagonal matrix and elementary matrices. Hence H(a) is product 
of hyperbolic elementary matrices and an element of Aut(W(M)) x Aut(W(M’)). 

(2) If f = (z i), then a is invertible and the assertion follows from 1.3. 1 
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4. BILINEAR SPACES WITH SYSTEMS OF SUBSPAW 

Let I be a finite partially ordered set, k a field, and Y the category of finite- 
dimensional k-vector spaces. An I-space V = (V, Vi , i ~1) is a finite-dimen- 
sional k-vector space together with a family of subspaces Vi such that i ,( j 
implies Vi C V, . Morphisms f : V + v’ are linear maps satisfying f( Vi) C Vi . 
The category 9’(l) of I-spaces is a k-category and satisfies the assumptions (i), 
(ii), (iii) of Section 3. 

Now let 1 be an involution on 1, i.e. a map 1: I -+ I such that i < j implies 
j” < 9 and P = i. Define the dual of an I-space as 

(V, vi)* := (V”, V$) 

where U”={f~V*lflu=O} f or a subspace U. We consider the category 
W(V(I), *) =: I+(I, I). 

I is of j%te representation type over k if there exist up to isomorphism only 
finitely many indecomposable I-spaces. For char(k) # 2 we call (I, I, 6) of 
finite representation type if there exist up to isometry and multiplication by a 
scalar only finitely many indecomposable modules in W(I, I). 

The determination of the sets of finite representation type-due to Nazarova- 
Roiter [14], Kleiner [lo], and Gabriel [6]- is achieved by a reduction process 
which can be outlined as follows: Assume that I does not contain four unrelated 
elements. If a is a maximal element of 1, one can construct a new partially 
ordered set I(a) and if V, # 0 one can associate with every I-space (V, V,) an 
I(a)-space F,(V) with V, as underlying vector space. The additive functor F, 
satisfies the following lemma (Gabriel [6]): 

4.1 LEMMA. (1) Ewery I(a)-space i<of theform F,( V)for a suitable I-space V. 

(2) The cutwmLz1 map 

HomA U V) - HomdFd 4 Fat V)) 

is an epimorphism. 

(3) A morphism f between I-spaces is an isomorphism if and only if F,( f ) 
is un isomorphism. 

It follows from this lemma that I (with no four unrelated elements) is of 
finite representation type if and only if the reduction process I + I(u) eventually 
leads to the empty set. If there are four unrelated elements, I is (rather trivially) 
of infinite representation type. 

4.2 LEMMA. Assume I is of finite representation type. Then, End,(V) = k for 
all &decomposable V. 
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Proof. If V, = 0 for all i E 1, then dim(V) = 1 and the assertion is trivial. 
Otherwise, we have V = C V, , summed over a maximal, since V is indecom- 
posable. It follows that for every f # 0 in End,(V) there is a maximal element 
a, withf, = f 1 Va, # 0. Then, Val is indecomposable and after finitely many 
steps one is reduced to the trivial case above, andf, is an isomorphism. By 4.1 (3), 
fis an isomorphism, i.e. End(V) is a skew field. Using 4.1 (2) we get End(V) = k. 

I 
We can now answer a question posed in [23]. 

4.3 THEOREM. Assume char(k) # 2. (I, 1, E) is ofjnite representation type ;f 
and only if I is of $m*te representation type. 

Proof. If I is of infinite representation type, then (1, 1, E) is of infinite 
representation type (apply the hyperbolic functor). If (V, k) E W(I, JJ is 
indecomposable, then by 3.2, (V, k) is hyperbolic or V is indecomposable. 
If I is of finite representation type, it suffices to show that there exists up to 
multiplicative equivalence at most one (skew-) symmetric form on every in- 
decomposable selfdual I-space. This follows from the last lemma. 1 

As a typical example of infinite (and tame) representation type we consider 
now the set I consisting of four unrelated points with different involutions. We 
want to determine 

(i) the selfdual indecomposable objects N, 

(ii) a nonsingular (skew-) symmetric form h on N, 

(iii) 
--- . 

the involution on End(N)/rad =: End(N) mduced by h. 

Using this information and the results of Section 3, the classification problem 
will be reduced to skew fields. We continue to assume char(k) # 2. 

The category of I-spaces is closely related to the category End(V) which we 
shall discuss first. The objects are pairs (V, f), f E End,(V), where morphisms 
and duality are defined in the obvious way. Z+(End(V”)) is the category of E- 
symmetric bilinear spaces with a selfadjoint endomorphism. End(V) is equiva- 
lent to the category of finitely generated k[X]-torsion modules. Hence a complete 
system of indecomposables is given by 

k[Xj/( p”) p manic irreducible polynomial. 

For a polynomial q of degree d > 0 let N, = k[X]/(q) and define s4: N, -+ k 
by s,(xf) = 0 for j = O,..., d - 2, s,(x~-~) = 1. We get the symmetric bilinear 
module (N, , h,) E P(End(V)) with 

k&z, n’) := s*(n?z’) for n, n’ E N, . 

We have End(N,) g k[X]/(q) and h, in d uces the trivial involution. Application 
of 3.2 gives the following result: 
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4.4 PROPOSITION. Evey element of End(Y) admits a nonsingula~ 1-hermitian 
form; H-r(End(Y)) bus only hyperbolic modules. 

For a four subspace system (V, Vi ,..., V,) the defect is defined as 2 dim( I’) - 
,?Z dim( Vi). Selfdual I-spaces have defect 0. There is a fully faithful embedding 

E: End(V) + Y(I) 

(v,f) -+ (V 0 I/; V 0 0,O 0 V, graph(id), graph(f )). 

Furthermore, for every n there is the indecomposable space U, with End( U,J = 
wl/(~“+l)~ 

U,, = (P+l @ P; hn+l @ 0,O @ P, graph(s,), grapht(t,)) 

with 

gra$Yf) = Hf (4, +4>- __ 
It is well known that an indecomposable space of defect 0 is isomorphic to 

some space from E(End(V)) or to a space obtained from some U, by permuting 
the subspaces ([8], [7], [S]). 

Assume now the the involution * leaves all four points of I fixed. Then the 
U, are not selfdual, and E is duality preserving with the natural isomorphism 

between E( I’*, f *) and 

E(V,f)* = (V* @ V*; 0 @ V*, V* @ 0, graph(-id), graph$(--f*)). 

+ is skew-symmetric, i.e. +(vr,f*) = -+~y,fj . Therefore E defines an embedding 

*(End(V)) -+ H-l(I, 1). 

Using 4.4 we get 

4.5 THEOREM. For I = 0000 with the trivial involution, every selfdual I-space 
admits a nonsingular skew-symmetric form. P(I) consists only of hyperbolic 
elements. 1 

By a similar discussion one can solve another case: 
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4.6 THEOREM. For I = l **. and the involution switching the$rst and the last 
two points, every seEfdua1 I-space admits a nonsingular symmetric form, and H-l(I) 
consists only of hyperbolic modules. 

Proof. Let 9&t (Y&l) be the subcategories of End(Y) of all bijective 
(nilpotent) endomorphisms, so that one has a decomposition End(T) = 
9&t x V&l. Let E: 9&t -+ Y(I) be as defined before, and define E’: ,tmil -+ 

W) by 

E’(v, f) : = (V @ Y; V @ 0, graph(f ), 0 03 K grapWN. 

These embeddings are duality preserving with respect to the natural symmetric 
isomorphisms 

h.f) = (-“,* ;): E(V*,f *) - E(v,f)* 

( 
-f* 1 

4v.n = 1 -l): E’(V*,f*) --f E’(V,f)*. 

U,, and Uh = (kn+l @ km; k”+l 0’0, graph$(t,), 0 @ k”, graph(s,J) are self- 
dual; other permutations of the subspaces give nonselfdual spaces. Nonsingular 
symmetric forms on lJ, , Ui are given by 

h = 
( 
b”o” -;), 

b 7l+1 
n 

h’= -b 
( 

-&,+$,a 
la% ) bn ’ 

where b, = 

because b,s, = tzb,,, . Since End( U,) = k, the forms h, h’ are uniquely 
determined up to multiplicative equivalence, and the theorem follows. 1 

The last case where the involution switches two points and leaves two points 
fixed is slightly more complicated. E defines a duality preserving embedding 
of Aut(9’J (with duality (V, f) I+ (V*, f *-l)) in Y(I). The classifkation of 
hermitian modules is then obtained from the classification of r-symmetric 
bilinear spaces with isometry. (See Milnor [13]). We refer to [24] for more 
details. 

5. HERNIITIAN FORMS IN ABELIAN CATEGORIES 

Let GY be an abelian category and .A an admissable subcategory, i.e. a full 
additive subcategory such that for every exact sequence 0 -+ MI --+ M2 -+ 
M3 -+ 0 in 6Y with M, , MS E&!, also Ml E A. (See Bass [2, Chap. VII].) 
Let * be a duality functor on &? which preserves short exact sequences. 
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Let (M, h) be a (not necessarily nonsingular) l -hermitian module over A. 
If i: N c-+ M is a submodule in A, the orthogonal space Nl is defined as N’- = 
ker(i*h). We call N admissable if coker(i) E A. We call N totally isotropic if 
NC N’- and N is admissable. 

5.1 LEMMA. For (M, h) as above assume coker(h) E A. Then we have in A? 
the short exact sequence 0 -+ MA 4 M --+k M/Ml -+ 0, and there is exactly one 
nonsingular E-hermitian form 6 on M/Ml such that k*Kk = h. 

Proof. Coker(h) E A implies that M/ML z Im(h) lies in A, hence M’- 
lies in A? also. We have an injection h,,: M/ML + M* with h = h&. Since 
j*h,,k = c(hj)* = 0 we have j*h, = 0. From the exact sequence 

we obtain li: M/ML -+ (M/M’)* with k*h = h,, , hence k*hk = h. This equa- 
tion determines h uniquely and h = A*. Since h,, is an injection, his an injection, 
h is an injection. Because coker(h) E A and h = ch* we have an exact sequence 

0--4P~M~M* i’ ML* - 0. 

Therefore, h is surjective also. 1 

5.2 LEMMA. For (M, h) E HC(A) and an admissable submodule i: N C, M 
the following is true: 

(1) N-L g (M/N)* EJ% and NJ-l = N. 

(2) If h IN is nonsingular, then 

(M h> z (N, h IN) -L W, h I&. 

(3) If N is totally-isotropic, then NA/N EA and h induces a uniquely 
determined Aermitian form h+ on N’-IN. 

Proof. The easy proof of (1) and (2) is omitted. (3) follows from the last 
lemma. 1 

(M, h) E H6(A) is called metabolic, if there exists an admissable submodule N 
with N = Nl. For reasons which we do not know, N is called a Lagrangian 
submodule and ((M, h), N) a metabolic pair. For NE JY and a: N* -+ N E- 
hermitian the module 

W(N, a) := (N @ N*, (9 t)) 

is called a split metabolic module. (Obviously, N is a Lagrangian submodule.) 
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5.3 LEMMA. (1) IfN is a totally isotropic submodule of (M, h), then 

(M 4 I WIN -f+.J 

is metabolic with N-L diagonally embedded as a Lagrangian submodule. 

(2) If 0 --+ N1 -9 N -J N2 --f 0 is an exact sequence in A, then N1 @ N$ 
is a Lagrangian submodule of W(N) := W(N, 0). 

Proof. (1) Let N 4 N-’ -+j M be the injections, k: N1 + Nl/N the 
canonical surjection and h the induced form on Nl/N. It suffices to show the 
exactness of 

O-Nl----+ (l) M o NL,N (i*h-k*fi) ------+Nl*-0. 

Exactness at N’- and N’-* is obvious. Moreover, ( j*h, -k*@(L) = j*hj - 
k*Kk = 0 by the definition of h. Hence 

N’- C, K := ker(j*h, -k*h). 

On the other hand, we have for (i:): K -+ M @ N’-/N the equation (ji)*hj’ = 
(ki)*hK = 0 and hence K 4 ker((ji)*h) = N*. 

(2) The assertion follows from the exact sequence 

5.4 LEMMA. (1) If N = N-L is a direct summand of M, then (M, h) e 
W(N, a) for some l -hermitian a: N* + N. If h is even, then (M, h) g W’(N). 

(2) There exists an isometry 

F: W(N) 1 W(N, -a) g W(N, a) J- W(N, -a) 

Proof. The usual proof carries over. F is given by 

We have the Grothendieck groups KH,‘(&) = K,(P(A)), i = 0,l of the 
category with product HQY). We define the Grothendieck group GH,-,$fZ) as 
the factor group of KH,,QY) modulo the subgroup generated by all 

EM 4 - P-WW ((M, h), N) metabolic pair. 
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This group is the analogue of the Grothendieck group G,(d) which is defined 
with respect to all exact sequences [2, Chap. VIII]. By 5.3 (2) the hyperbolic 
functor induces a homomorphism 

ItDOE: G,(.M) + GH,,$M) 

the cokernel of which is the Witt group GW0$4Y). This construction is due to 
Quillen [18]. 

5.5 COROLLARY. If N is a totally isotropic s&nodule of (M, h), the following 
equation holds in GH0$4?): 

[M hl = F-WI + [WY r;,J 

Proof. 5.3(l) and 5.4(2). 1 

We consider now the Kl and W, groups. By definition, we have 

KH&#l) = KH$(Aut(&))/R, 

where R is the subgroup generated by all elements 

[M, h, ff’] - [M, h, fl - PC WI; f,f’ E AutW, 4. 

Let i? denote the image of R under the canonical epimorphism KH,,6(Aut(&)) -+ 
GHaf(Aut(d)). We define 

GH&&) := GH$(Aut(&‘))/iT. 

The hyperbolic functor induces homomorphisms G,(Aut(&)) -+ GH,,f(Aut(&)) 
and 1-111~: G&#) -+ GHIC(Jl). We define the Witt group 

G WIS(A!) = coker( WC). 

5.6 THEOREM. If A? is a semisimple category (i.e. every short exact sequence 
splits), then the canonical epimorphisms 

KH&fY) -+ GH&#), i = 0, 1 

are isomorphisms. 

Proof. For i = 0 this is an immediate consequence of 5.4. Let (N, fN) E 
Aut(.M) be a Lagrangian submodule of (M,f, h) E H’(Aut(.#)). To prove the 
theorem we have to show 

[M,f, 4 = F-WV, W(fdl in KHI’(-JO 
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Using 5.4 we can assume 

(M, h) = W’(N, a) 

where b: N* -+ N satisfies 

and f = (t &I) 

Q = f;;laf g-l + E~GVI + (f;;lb)*. 

We stabilize with the isometry 

of W6(N, -a). Using the isometry F of 5.4 we get 

F-V Of’Y = (Wfiv) Of’)-% 

This yields in KH,f(A) the equation 

[W(N, 4fl + P-W -4f’l 
= W(N), Wf~)l + F-UN -a),f’l + [W(N) I ‘WY -4, Xl- 

It remains to prove that X vanishes in KH,‘(.H). We identify W(N) 1 W(N, -4) 
with W(N @ N, A), A = (i -“,). Then X corresponds to 

X+(B) = (:, ;j, B = (-& “*;‘-‘j. 

As in [3, II, Sect. 51 one proves that this represents the trivial element of 

~H,%4 I 

5.7 EXAMPLE. Let A be a ring with involution. The last result applies in 
particular to the subcategory P(A) of all finitely generated projective modules 
in the abelian category of all modules. More generally, one could consider for 
a scheme X the subcategory of all locally free Ormodules in the category of all 
quasi-coherent sheaves. (See Knebusch [12].). 

6. THE JORDAN-HOLDER THEOREM 

In this section .& will be an abelian category with a duality functor *. It is 
easy to see that * is an exact functor. First we establish hermitian versions of the 
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isomorphism theorems and the Zassenhaus lemma, and then prove a hermitian 
Jordan-Hiilder theorem. (AZ, h) will always be an object of P(A). 

6.1 LEMMA. Let N and L be submodules of M. 

(1) IfNCL,thenL-LCN-LandN’-/L1g(L/N)*. 

(2) ForNnL:=ker(M-+M/N@M/L)andN+L:=im(N@L+M) 
one fias 

(NnL)’ = N’- +LI and (N+L)L = NlnL’-. 

This can be proved easily using 5.2. 1 

For a submodule N let L = llN denote the induced form on m : = N/(N n NL) 
(see 5.1). 

6.2 PROPOSITION. (First isometxy theorem). Let N, N,, be submodules such 
that N-L = N + NO. Then NO n NOi = N,, n N, and there is a canonical 
isometry 

ml Y 4 -2 (P, h). 

Proof. By the last lemma we have NO n N = NO n (N + N,,)l = No n 
NL n NOL = NO n N,,l. From the commutative diagram 

k 1 1 
Z 

N,,/(N, n N) 5 j W + WIN 

and 5.1 we get 

h*h& = h INO = i*h INI i = i*Z*I;N,l*i* 

= k*j*liNi,,jh. 

Since k is an epimorphism and k* a monomorphism, we have liN, = j*hNL j, 
and hence the canonical isomorphism j is an isometry. 1 

6.3 PROPOSITION (Zassenhaus lemma). If N, L are totally isotropic submodules 
of M, then 

Nl := N+ (NlnL), L, := L + (NnL”) 

are totally isotropic and there is a canonical isometry 

48x/59+-4 
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Proof. NC N-L implies NI L =N’-n(N+LI) =N$(N-L,LL)3N,. 
Defining NO := N-L n L’ we have IV1 + NO = N + N,, = NIL. Using the 
first isometry theorem, we get (NIL, h) e (??a , rt). Since N,, is symmetric in N 
and L, we get the assertion. 1 

6.4 COROLLARY. (I) If N is a maximal totally isotropic submodule, then 
(F-, h) is unique up to isometry. 

(2) If (MI, h,) and (MI, h,) 1 (Mz , hJ are metabolic, then (Mz , h,) is 
metabolic. 

(3) [M, h] = 0 in GW,f(A’), ;f and on2y if (M, h) is metabolic. 

Proof. (1) follows immediately from 6.3 and (3) follows from (2). Concerning 
(2), let N, L be Lagrangian submodules of MI , M = MI 6, Ma , respectively. 
For N C N’- = N @ Ms in M we consider NI = N + (N* n L) and get from 
6.3 that N,‘- = Nr . Hence, we can replace L by Nr; that is, we can assume 
NC L. ConsequentlyL = Ll C Nl = N @ IIfs and hence L = N @ (M, n L). 
Therefore M, f~ L is a Lagrangian submodule of M, . 1 

6.5 PROPOSITION. (Second isometry theorem). Let N, L be submodules of M 
such that NCLCNL. Then 

(1) (L/N)I = L’-IN in (NA, h). Every totally isotropic submodule E of NL 
lifts to a totally isotropic submodule L of M such that N CL andz = L/N. 

(2) For L CLL there is a canonical isometry j: Ll/L -+ (LI/N)/(L/N). 

Proof. (1) Let i: L c--+ N, c: L/N C, NL/N be the canonical maps. We have 
a commutative diagram with exact rows 

0 -Ll 
i*h 

--+ NL-----+L* 

0 - (L/N)’ ------+ 

This gives a surjection L’ -+ (L/N)* and hence L’-/N = (L/N)I in N’- = 
NA/N. If we lift E to a submodule L with N CL C Nl, we get N C Ll C N-L 
and L/N C Li/N, hence L C Ll. 

(2) If I:Ll + Ll/L is the canonical epimorphism, one sees easily P&J = 
l*j*li(E,r+ jl, and hence I$ I = j*&tlr.,)I j so that j is an isometry. 1 

We consider filtrations. Let .M,, be a full subcategory of the abelian category 
&I. Assume that MO is closed with respect to the duality and to taking sub- and 
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factor-modules. A hermitian &&ration of (M, h) consists of a totally isotropic 
submodule N such that NL/N E A,, and a finite .M,,-filtration @‘Vi) of N 

0 = N,CN,C-..CN,. = N, N,/N,-, E uhf0 . 

Because of NtL_i/NiL g (Ni/N,-,)* E A0 we have a Ms-filtration of M: 

o=N,C...CN,CN,IC...CN,I=M. 

A second filtration (L&i,...,, is called hermitian equivalent to (Ni) if (x,.l, I;> E 

(Lrrl, h) and N&Vi-, E L,(i)/4,(i)-l f or a suitable permutation a. The Zassenhaus 
lemma implies a refinement theorem, just as in the linear theory. Using the 
Zassenhaus lemma the proof is an obvious adaption of the proof in the linear case. 

6.6 THEOREM (Jordan-Holder-Schreier). Any two hermitian J?&trations 
of (M, h) E He(&) admit hermitian equivalent rejinements. 1 

Using the Jordan-Holder theorem 6.6 one can compute the Grothendieck 
groups by “devissage”. The following considerations are modelled on Bass 
[2, Chap. VIII, Sect. 31. We make the following assumptions: 

(A,,) Every NE & has a AO-filtration. 

(B,) For every (M, h) there is a totally isotropic submodule N with 
NL/N E At’,, . 

It follows that every (M, h) has a hermitian A,,-filtration. Under the assump- 
tion (A,) the inclusion &‘,, c--+ & induces an isomorphism GO(dO) g G,(d) 
[2, VIII, 3.31. 

6.7 THEOREM. If (A,,) and (B,) are satisjied, the in&s-ion &‘,, 4 Jl induces 
an isomorphism 

g: GH0$410) + GH&.&!). 

Proof. We shall construct an inverse homomorphism g’. For (M, h), choose 
a hermitian &a-filtration (Ni). We claim 

g’(M, h) := i [WNi/Ni-,)I + [NpL, 4 
i=l 

in GH,,$4Z0) is independent of the choice of the filtration. By the refinement 
theorem it suffices to prove this for a filtration where one submodule L is added 
to the submodules Ni . Two cases can occur: If . . . Ni CL C N,,, ,..., we get 
the claim from 5.3 (2) applied to 0 -+ L/N, + Ni+,/N, + NJL + 0. If N, C 
L C LA C NT’-, then by the second isometry theorem, L/N, is totally isotropic in 
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(N,.l, h), and the claim follows from the second isometry theorem and the relation 
in 5.5: 

Now, it follows easily that gg’(M, h) = [M, h] in GHse(M). Since g’g = id will 
be obvious it remains to prove that g’ induces a homomorphism for the 
Grothendieck groups. The compatibility with orthogonal sums is obvious. It 
remains to show that g’(M, h) = g’(W(N)) for a metabolic pair ((M, h), N). One 
chooses a Ma-filtration for N = Nl, and it follows that 

g’(W 4 = c W(~iP,-,)I = du-w). I 

To prove an analogous result for GH, one needs stronger assumption: 

(A,) Every module NE .&? has a chu~acteristic .,&s-filtration, i.e. an A,,- 
filtration (NJ such that f(N<) = Ni for all f~ Aut(N). 

(B,) For every (M, h) there is a totally isotropic submodule N such that 
NJ-/N E &, and f(N) = N for all isometries. 

6.8 THEOREM. If (A,) and (B,) are satisfied, the inclusion A’,, 4 4 induces 
isomorphisms 

g,: GH,((Aut(.MJ) --t GH,<(Aut(A)) 

g,: GH,$%i?,) + GHIE(.l). 

Proof. The statement concerning g,, follows from the last theorem applied to 
Aut(.&). Let 

g;: GH,,c(Aut(.M)) -+ GHs~(Aut(M,,)) 

be the inverse homomorphism as defined in the proof of 6.7. One has to prove 

d,[M, kff’l = g;W> kfl + &P& h,f ‘1 in GH,Q’lO). 

Choose N and a characteristic filtration .iVi , i = l,..., I, as in (B,), (A,). By 
definition of g; and the relations in GHIE(A,,) we get, in fact, 

-7 

Since we used the assumptions (A) only for hyperbolic modules, we get: 
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6.9 COROLLARY. If (&) is satisjed, the inclusion &!,, 4 J& induces isomor- 
phisms 

GW,+%-IO) -+ GW,+V), i = 0, 1. 

We assume now that all modules in & are of Jinite length. Let A,-, be the 
subcategory of semisimple objects. &c, satisfies our assumptions. 

6.10 THEOREM. The assumptions (A,) and (B,) are satisfied for A0 4 A. 
Hence there are canonical isomorphisms 

Proof. A characteristic filtration of N is obtained by taking for N1 the socle 
s(M), i.e. the sum of all simple submodules. Ni is defined inductively by 
N,/N,-, = s(M/N,-,). To prove (B,) one uses the kmitian socle 

s’(M, h) = s(M) n s(M)l. 

By 6.5 we can find totally isotropic submodules Ni such that 

&IN,-, = s'(Ni,/Ni-, 3 '), N,, = 0. 

Since M is of finite length, N,.,, = N, for some r. By the following lemma 
N,.I/N,. is semisimple. Obviously, the Nd are stable under all isometries. 1 

6.11 LEMMA. s’( M, h) = 0 if and only if M is semisimple. 

Proof. Assume s’(M, ii> = 0, and consider N := s(s(M)*). Since N is semi- 
simple we have NC s(M), hence N = 0. It follows that s(M)‘- = 0, that is 
M = s(M) semisimple. 1 

The computation of GHiE(.&!) is now trivially reduced to skew-fields: Let 
(NJ be a system of representatives of the simple modules, and let Dj = End(N,). 
Since every M E &,, is canonically a direct sum of isotypic submodules we have 

A’~r@~~INj~@~(Dj)- 
5 5 

One has to distinguish the cases -Ni g Nj* and the hyperbolic case Nj $ N,*, 
and as in Section 3 the reduction to the skew-fields Dj is obvious. 

From Lemma 6.11 we can also conclude the following final result concerned 
with an individual c-hermitian module rather than the Grothendieck group. 

6.12 THEOREM. Assume that all modules in L&? are of Jinite length. Then every 
(possible singular) l -hermitian module (M, h) contains a maximal totally isotropic 
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submodule N. The module (wL, h) is uniquely determined up to isometry; it is 
nollsingular and anisotropic. RL is semisimple. 

Proof. Because of 5.1 and 6.4 it remains to prove that m is semisimple. 
This follows from 6.11. i 

Problems. (1) It would be interesting to know whether a suitable embedding 
theorem can be formulated and proved for an abelian category with duality. 

(2) In most concrete situations, the duality is represented by some object. 
Can this be formulated in a categorical way? 
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